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Seashells on the sand, peacocks in flowering magnolia trees, and butterfly fish in elkhorn coral.

Thirty-one original designs present spectacular combinations of natural elements â€” from flora to

fauna â€” in eye-opening, full-page patterns. Illustrations are printed on only one side of the

perforated pages for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists,

NatureScapes and other Creative HavenÂ® adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of

inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce

stress. Previously published as NatureScapes.
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One of Creative Haven's best coloring books. Every illustration in this book is Beautiful with

outstanding art work; you won't know which one to color first! School aged children and adults will

love this book. I am adding a picture that I used both Gel Pens and Colored pencils on.1. This book

has a nice variety of nature illustrations which include 11 Bird, 6 Butterfly, 3 Mammal, (Giraffe,

Zebra, Meer Cats) and 7 Seascapes (dolphins, whales, fish, seahorses, and sea shells) then add a

Salamander, Frog and Bee, everyone will find a picture they just have to color.2. 30 Illustrations one

per page, (the back is blank) printed on Heavy weight, perforated, bright white paper, outlined and



framed in with thin black lines.3. Perfect for crayons, colored pencils, Gel pens, or Markers. Place a

scrap piece of paper under the page you are coloring and leave it until the page is dry if your Gel

pens or Markers leach through the paper or remove the page from the book4. Very detailed pictures

and along the binding each species is identified so you can look them up if you want to. This is great

for children.5. The Illustrations are collages of the species and/or like my favorite one 13 good sized

cardinals sitting on tree branches with leaves and round berries.

This book has beautiful images. I would like to find more books by this artist. One image per page,

backs blank. Bleed through does happen, so use care to protect the next image.

Love this coloring book! White heavy pages andthe prints are clear & precise. I buy these books

forthe children in my family & they love them! Good coloredpencils are best used on these. But you

can use fine-tippedmarkers as well...but they may bleed through. Coloredpencils & a sharpener is

all you need for the best endresults. I highly recoomend this coloring bok for all ages!

This coloring book is absolutely beautiful. Some are a little more detailed then others. I really like

how they have a simple explication of the picture on the side. The only picture I don't understand is

one of a heard of zebras with very little background... it's already colored ;)

EXCELLENT !!!!A great intro to colors and precise use of pencils or pens to create lovely color filled

picturesEach one can be easily taken out to frameGreat way to exercise/learn/practice

creativityBest for talented beginners to intermediateGood to relax or use as an art project especially

if encouraging a budding artistgreat for homeschoolers as well !!and it is FUN !!!but, as an adult who

has done artwork before , coming back and actually doing this was I teach a young artist in the

makingI see it is challenging and a very good way to learn precisionHOPE this helps YOU!!PS The

young artist will want to frame the ones they REALLY like!!! Be ready to make /buy some frames !!

I am 34 yrs old and I still love coloring. This book is perfect for the adult colorer. There's intricate

details and the pages are one sided.

How relaxing it can be to work on any of these fun pictures using whatever medium you have on

hand. I have several different of these type books and I enjoy them so much. Very hard for me to

just sit still but I can when doing one of these pictures.This book has some really cool pictures, the



one on the front is still my favorite. It is very interesting to mix your mediums and you can use any

color you want, doesn't have to be what the world would expect....try a pink and green zebra for

instance.

i recently purchased Nature Scapes- it's really enjoyable and you feel good after the finished

picture. this paperback is good quality & contains pretty accurate drawings. i highly recommend this

product.
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